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Abstract
We review the ab initio symmetry-adapted (SA) framework for determining
the structure of stable and unstable nuclei, along with related electroweak,
decay, and reaction processes. This framework utilizes the dominant symmetry of nuclear dynamics, the shape-related symplectic Sp(3, R) symmetry,
which has been shown to emerge from first principles and to expose dominant degrees of freedom that are collective in nature, even in the lightest
species or seemingly spherical states. This feature is illustrated for a broad
scope of nuclei ranging from helium to titanium isotopes, enabled by recent developments of the ab initio SA no-core shell model expanded to
the continuum through the use of the SA basis and that of the resonating
group method. The review focuses on energies, electromagnetic transitions,
quadrupole and magnetic moments, radii, form factors, and response function moments for ground-state rotational bands and giant resonances. The
method also determines the structure of reaction fragments that is used to
calculate decay widths and α-capture reactions for simulated X-ray burst
abundance patterns, as well as nucleon–nucleus interactions for cross sections and other reaction observables.
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1. INTRODUCTION

GR: giant resonance(s)
SA-NCSM:
symmetry-adapted
no-core shell model
EFT: effective field
theory
SA: symmetry-adapted
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A fundamental new feature of atomic nuclei has recently been established and shown to emerge
naturally from first principles (1). Specifically, ab initio large-scale calculations have revealed a
remarkably ubiquitous and only slightly broken symmetry, the Sp(3, R) symplectic symmetry, in
nuclei up through the calcium region [anticipated to hold even more strongly in heavy nuclei (2)].
Since this symmetry does not mix nuclear shapes, the novel nuclear feature provides important
insight from first principles into the physics of nuclei and their low-lying excitations as dominated
by only a few collective shapes—equilibrium shapes with their vibrations—that rotate (Figure 1a).
This remarkable outcome builds upon decades-long research, starting with pivotal work by
Draayer and colleagues (3–6) and Rowe and Rosensteel (2, 7–9), who successfully harnessed group
theory as a powerful tool for understanding and computing the intricate structure of nuclei. This
pioneering research has been instrumental in designing the theory that underpins many highly
ordered patterns revealed through a large body of experimental data (10–12), while explaining
phenomena observed in energy spectra, E2 transitions and deformation, giant resonances (GR),
scissor modes and M1 transitions, electron scattering form factors, and the interplay of pairing
with collectivity. These new developments and insights built the critical structure raised upon the
foundation laid by Elliott (13–15) and Hecht and colleagues (16, 17) and paved the way toward
large-scale calculations feasible today on supercomputers. Now, within an ab initio framework
without a priori symmetry assumptions, the symmetry-adapted no-core shell model (SA-NCSM)
(6, 18, 19) with chiral effective field theory (EFT) interactions (20–22) not only explains but also
predicts the emergence of nuclear collectivity across nuclei, even in close-to-spherical nuclear
states without any recognizable rotational properties.
The symmetry-adapted (SA) framework (1, 6, 18), discussed in Section 3, capitalizes on these
findings and presents solutions in terms of a physically relevant basis of nuclear shapes. By
exploiting this approximate symmetry, the SA framework resolves the scale explosion problem in
nuclear structure calculations, that is, the explosive growth in computational resource demands
with an increase in both the number of particles and the size of the spaces in which they
reside (referred to as model spaces). It is based on the idea that the infinite Hilbert space can
be equivalently spanned by microscopic nuclear shapes and their rotations [or symplectic
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Figure 1
(a) Contribution of the most dominant shape to the 0+ ground state of 20 Ne and its rotational band (2+ , 4+ , 6+ , and 8+ ), as well as
to excited 0+ states, pointing to a fragmented giant monopole resonance. For selected states, the deformation distribution within
a shape is shown in terms of the shape parameters, the average deformation β and triaxiality angle γ (based on ab initio SA-NCSM
calculations with NNLOopt in a model space of 11 harmonic oscillator shells with an intershell distance of  = 15 MeV).
(b) Schematic illustration of the SA concept for 8 Be. (Top, square) A smaller model space includes all possible shapes (labeled “All”) and
yields spatially compressed wave functions. (Bottom, rectangle) A larger model space accommodates, in a well-prescribed way, spatially
extended modes (labeled “SA selection”) that are neglected in smaller model spaces. Abbreviations: irrep, irreducible representation;
SA, symmetry-adapted; SA-NCSM, symmetry-adapted no-core shell model. Panel a adapted with permission from Reference 1.

irreducible representations (irreps), subspaces that preserve the symmetry]; here, the term microscopic refers to the fact that these configurations track with position and momentum coordinates
of each particle. A collective nuclear shape can be viewed as an equilibrium (static) deformation and
its vibrations (dynamical deformations) of the GR type (see Section 3.1), as illustrated in the β–γ
plots in Figure 1a (1, 23). Figure 1b illustrates a key component of the SA concept: While many
shapes relevant to low-lying states are included in typical shell-model spaces, the vibrations of
largely deformed equilibrium shapes and spatially extended modes like clustering often lie outside
such spaces. The selected model space in the SA framework remedies this problem and includes
those configurations in a well-prescribed way. Note that this is critical for enhanced deformation,
since spherical and less deformed shapes easily develop in comparatively small model-space sizes.
Ab initio descriptions of spherical and deformed nuclei up through the calcium region are now
possible without the use of interaction renormalization procedures, as discussed in Section 3. In
particular, References 6, 19, and 24–26 have shown that the SA-NCSM can use model spaces significantly smaller than the corresponding ultralarge conventional model spaces without compromising the accuracy of results for various observables, allowing the SA-NCSM to accommodate
larger model spaces and to reach heavier nuclei, such as 20 Ne (1), 21 Mg (27), 22 Mg (28), and 28 Mg
(29), as well as 32 Ne and 48 Ti (30).
For this reason, the SA basis is especially suitable for describing nuclear reactions, which is key
to understanding processes measured in experiments and those in extreme environments ranging
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from stellar explosions to the interior of nuclear reactors. Recently, remarkable progress has
been made in first-principles many-body approaches to scattering and nuclear reactions for light
nuclei (for an overview, see 31), including studies of elastic scattering (32–36), photoabsorption
(37), transfer (38) and capture (39) reactions, and thermonuclear fusion (40). Expanding the reach
of ab initio reactions beyond the lightest species, including deformed targets (from helium to
calcium isotopes) and α projectiles, is now feasible with the SA basis, and we review three recent
developments in Section 4. We start with a remarkable illustration, namely the first description
of the α+16 O system based on ab initio SA-NCSM descriptions of 20 Ne, along with an estimate
of the α-capture reaction rate 16 O(α,γ )20 Ne at temperatures relevant to X-ray burst (XRB)
nucleosynthesis (41).
For a single-nucleon projectile, the SA basis plays a key role in the recently developed ab initio
symmetry-adapted resonating group method (SA-RGM) (42, 43) for cross sections of reactions
and scattering at low energy, which is the astrophysically relevant energy regime. The SA-RGM
follows the successful merging of the resonating group method (RGM) (44) with the no-core shell
model (NCSM) for light nuclei (45), which provided unified descriptions of structure and reaction
observables from first principles. The SA-RGM utilizes the same symmetry considerations as for
the SA-NCSM and, in doing so, affords this approach the capability to simultaneously describe
both bound and scattering states, while preserving the Pauli exclusion principle and translational
invariance (see Section 4.2.1 for the n+16 O and n+20 Ne systems, with a focus on low-lying resonant and scattering states). For the intermediate-energy regime, which corresponds to current
experimental studies at rare isotope beam facilities, the spectator expansion of the multiple scattering theory (46, 47) has recently offered a fully consistent ab initio approach to nucleon scattering
that accounts for both the spin of the struck nucleon in the target (48) and the microscopic structure of the target from first principles by utilizing ab initio one-body nuclear densities (49; see
Section 4.2.2 for proton scattering on 4 He and 20 Ne targets, at projectile laboratory energies of
100–200 MeV per nucleon). As an important outcome, these frameworks offer a way to construct
nucleon–nucleus effective interactions rooted in first principles, the key component of reaction
theory (see Section 2).
The overarching goal is, by exploiting dominant symmetries in nuclear dynamics and the SA
basis, to provide reliable descriptions of nuclear reactions that can be measured at rare isotope
beam facilities and are of particular interest in astrophysics. For example, the proton-capture
23
Al(p,γ )24 Si reaction is one of several reactions determined to have a substantial effect on luminosity profiles in time (light curves) from XRB nucleosynthesis simulations (50, 51). Predictions
for XRB light curves are important because they are available from observational astronomy (e.g.,
52). Equally important are (α,p), (α,n), and (α,γ ) reactions (53, 54), such as the 12 C(α,γ )16 O reaction rate (55). The latter is one of the most important reactions for stellar helium burning, and
it currently has uncertainties that could affect the predicted accuracy of the final black hole mass
(56, 57) in analyses of current and upcoming gravitational-wave interferometer detections of binary black hole mergers (58). Furthermore, measuring neutron-capture cross sections is critical
for astrophysical simulations that aim to resolve the r-process (59). While direct capture measurements with exotic isotopes are often not possible because of practical considerations, such as very
small cross sections, the unavailability of beams, or the infeasibility of measuring neutron-induced
reactions on radioactive isotopes, the one-nucleon transfer reaction (d, p) has been proposed as a
suitable indirect tool for providing information about cross sections for neutron-capture reactions
(e.g., 60, 61). In addition, the use of n+48 Ca scattering and total neutron cross-section measurements can place constraints on the neutron skin thickness (62), important for pinpointing the
equation of state of neutron-star matter (e.g., 63).

XRB: X-ray burst
SA-RGM:
symmetry-adapted
resonating group
method
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RGM: resonating
group method
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RARE ISOTOPE BEAM FACILITIES AND THE NEED FOR THEORY
Experiments at existing and future rare isotope beam facilities can probe nucleon–nucleon interactions and nuclear
structure, but they require novel theoretical approaches that can reliably model reactions of short-lived isotopes to
support and inform experimental programs. Historically, two cornerstone frameworks have been employed. First,
few-body techniques (with early applications to reactions) use correct asymptotics (i.e., the wave function of the
reaction fragments at long distances), but may often neglect the microscopic structure of the clusters and employ
optical potentials fitted to elastic scattering data of stable nuclei (e.g., 64–66). Second, many-body techniques (with
early applications to structure) use many-body degrees of freedom and target unified structure and reaction descriptions, but may often neglect or only partially account for the continuum, and are often limited in mass or number
of active particles as a result of increased complexity. Recent developments have begun to address many of these
challenges by merging these concepts, through the inclusion of microscopic degrees of freedom in few-body models, construction of microscopic few-body effective interactions (optical potentials) (48, 67, 68), and incorporation
of continuum and collective degrees of freedom into many-body approaches (40–42, 69, 70). Several recent experimental and theoretical white papers summarize the new physics to be learned from proposed experiments and new
theoretical developments for unstable nuclei (see 31, 71, 72, and references therein).

2. NUCLEAR APPROACHES IN THE ERA OF RARE ISOTOPE
BEAM FACILITIES
Currently, only a small fraction of the thousands of nuclei that exist can be measured and described
reasonably well by theory. Most of these lie in the so-called valley of stability. This underscores the
need for exploration of and beyond the drip lines, that is, the limit of nuclear stability with respect
to the emission of one nucleon. Measuring and describing nuclei far from stability are indeed
very important for nuclear astrophysics, as many short-lived nuclei are formed during cataclysmic
events in the Universe and can, in turn, significantly influence various astrophysics simulations.
Because measurements involve scattering and reactions of nuclei, it is important to have a reliable
and predictive theoretical framework of reaction processes that is applicable to both stable and
unstable nuclei (see the sidebar titled Rare Isotope Beam Facilities and the Need for Theory).
Exact solutions for the scattering problem are available only for systems with up to five nucleons (73–76). Nuclear approaches to reactions and scattering face several challenges, especially
since nuclear probes are often peripheral and hence require a correct asymptotic treatment. Major challenges include the long-range Coulomb force, especially in the case of large projectile
and/or target charges where the asymptotics may not be analytically known; the high sensitivity
of reaction observables to reaction thresholds (Q values); the importance of the nonresonant continuum when nuclei break up into the continuum; and difficulties in describing scattering state
asymptotics with single-particle bound-state bases typically used in many-body methods (31).
Currently, many successful reaction models employ approximations and rely largely on constraints from data (phenomenology), including R-matrix methods, Glauber theory, the Hauser–
Feshbach model, phenomenological optical models, and the valence shell model. While these
methods have been very successful in certain mass regions and energies across the valley of stability, they are often limited by the approximations they assume. For example, the Hauser–Feshbach
model assumes high level densities; phenomenological optical potentials do well at comparatively
high projectile energies, whereas at low energies they fail to account appropriately for isolated
resonances [in addition, they are fitted to stable nuclei, and uncertainties become uncontrolled as
one moves away from stability (77)]; reaction models often assume no structure of the clusters;
www.annualreviews.org
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and valence shell-model calculations omit particle–hole excitations that are expected to play an
important role in weakly bound systems.
Alternatively, one can employ many-nucleon approaches with controlled approximations (for
recent reviews, see, e.g., 31, 78). These include the use of a physically relevant basis, such as the SA
basis, that accommodates model spaces large enough to describe the wave-function tail within the
potential effective range [while at long distances the exact Coulomb wave functions are used (41;
see Section 4.1)]; adding a basis that explicitly considers the reaction fragments, such as the RGM
basis (34, 40, 42, 45; see Section 4.2.1); and starting with a complex-momentum single-particle
basis, such as the Berggren basis (e.g., 69, 70, 79–81), which imposes single-particle scattering
boundary conditions, thereby consistently treating bound states, resonances, and scattering states
within the same framework. However, these methods are often limited by computational resources
and may not achieve the required level of accuracy. In such cases, it might be advantageous to
adopt a hybrid approach that allows some quantities to be directly taken from (or strongly constrained by) data, such as threshold measurements. Thus, for example, experiments can provide
precise thresholds, whereas theory can pinpoint critical collective and clustering correlations in
wave functions to achieve the best estimates of reaction rates for astrophysics. Indeed, to analyze
and interpret experimental data, theory with uncertainties lower than 10% is needed (31).

3. SYMMETRY-ADAPTED FRAMEWORK AND ROLE OF
SYMPLECTIC SYMMETRY
3.1. Symmetry-Adapted No-Core Shell Model
Ab initio approaches build upon a first-principles foundation, specifically, the properties of only
two or three nucleons that are often tied to symmetries and symmetry-breaking patterns of the
underlying quantum chromodynamics theory. We utilize the ab initio nuclear shell-model theory
(82, 83) that solves the many-body Schrödinger equation for A particles:
H(r1 , r2 , . . . , rA ) = E(r1 , r2 , . . . , rA ), with H = Trel + VN N + V3N + · · · + VCoulomb .

1.

In its most general form, this is an exact many-body configuration interaction method, for which
the interaction and basis configurations are as follows. The intrinsic nonrelativistic nuclear Hamil
tonian H includes the relative kinetic energy Trel = (1/A) Ai< j ( pi − p j )2 /2m (where m is the
nucleon mass); the nucleon–nucleon (NN) and possibly three-nucleon (3N) interactions, typically

DEFORMATION-RELATED SU(3) AND SHAPE-RELATED SYMPLECTIC
Sp(3, R) GROUPS
A collective nuclear shape is microscopically described by a set of A-particle configurations that preserves the
Sp(3, R) symmetry and includes an equilibrium deformation and its vibrations, the dynamical deformations, along
with rotations (1, 23). From a mathematical point of view, the symplectic group Sp(3, R) consists of all particleindependent linear canonical transformations of the single-particle phase-space observables, the positions ri and
momenta pi , that preserve the Heisenberg commutation relations [riα , pjβ ] = iδ ij δ αβ (with particle index i = 1, . . . ,
A and spatial directions α, β = x, y, z) (2, 6, 23). A key feature is that several physically relevant operators do not mix


nuclear shapes, including the total
energy, p2 /2 = (1/2) Ai=1 (p2i ); the monopole moment, r 2 = Ai=1 (ri2 );
 kinetic

 = A ri × pi ; and the manythe quadrupole moment, Q2M = 16π /5 Ai=1 ri2Y2M (r̂i ); the orbital momentum, L
i=1
2
2
body HO Hamiltonian, H0 = (p /2) + (r /2). A subset of these act only within a single deformation or an SU(3)
irrep, specifically the operators Q2M (when restricted to a single shell) and L.
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derived in the chiral EFT (20–22); and the Coulomb interaction between the protons. A complete
orthonormal many-particle basis ψ k is adopted, for instance, the antisymmetrized products of
√
single-particle states of a spherical harmonic oscillator (HO) of characteristic length b = /m

and frequency . The expansion (r1 , r2 , . . . , rA ) = k ck ψk (r1 , r2 , . . . , rA ) transforms

Equation 1 to a matrix eigenvalue equation, k Hkk ck = Eck , with unknowns ck , where the
many-particle Hamiltonian matrix elements Hkk = ψk |H|ψk  are calculated for the given
interaction and the solution {ck2 } defines a set of probability amplitudes.
Throughout this review, we adopt the term ab initio for a system of A particles in cases when an
A-body approach with controlled approximations is employed, such as the SA-NCSM, together
with realistic interactions that reproduce NN phase-shift data to a given energy with high precision (and perhaps properties of 3N systems). These include JISP16 (84) and AV18 (85), as well as
the chiral potentials N3LO-EM (22), NNLOopt (86), and NNLOsat (87), including the complementary 3N forces.
An important feature of the SA framework is that the model space is reorganized into an
SA basis that respects the deformation-related SU(3) symmetry or the shape-related Sp(3, R)
symmetry [6; see the sidebar titled Deformation-Related SU(3) and Shape-Related Symplectic
Sp(3, R) Groups]. Note that while the model utilizes symmetry groups to construct the basis,
calculations are not limited a priori by any symmetry and employ a large set of basis states
that can, if the nuclear Hamiltonian demands it, describe a significant symmetry breaking. The
SA-NCSM (reviewed in 6) was first applied to light nuclei using the SU(3)-adapted basis (19) and
soon thereafter was expanded with an Sp(3, R)-adapted basis and to heavier nuclei (1, 6). Both
bases are briefly discussed next.

NN: nucleon–nucleon
3N: three-nucleon
HO: harmonic
oscillator

3.1.1. SU(3)-adapted basis. The many-nucleon basis states of the SA-NCSM are constructed
using efficient group-theoretical algorithms and are labeled according to SU(3)(λ μ) ×SU(2)S by
the total intrinsic spin S and (λ μ) quantum numbers with λ = Nz − Nx and μ = Nx − Ny , where
Nx + Ny + Nz = N0 + N, for a total of N0 + N HO quanta distributed in the x, y, and z directions.
Here, N0  is the lowest total HO energy for all particles (valence-shell configuration), and N
(N ≤ Nmax ) is the additional HO energy of all particle–hole excitations. Thus, Nx = Ny = Nz ,
or equivalently (λ μ) = (0 0), describes a spherical configuration, while a value of Nz larger than
Nx = Ny (μ = 0) indicates prolate deformation. Clearly, a closed-shell configuration has (0 0),
and spherical shapes (or no deformation) are a part of the SA basis. However, most nuclei—from
light to heavy—are deformed in the body-fixed frame (Nz > Nx > Ny ), which for 0+ states appears
spherical in the laboratory frame.
3.1.2. Sp(3, R)-adapted basis. Considering the embedding Sp(3, R) symmetry according to
Sp(3, R) ࣫ SU(3), one can further organize SU(3) deformed configurations into symplectic irreps, subspaces that preserve the Sp(3, R) symmetry. A symplectic irrep is characterized by a given
equilibrium shape, labeled by a single deformation N(λ μ). For example, a symplectic irrep 0(8 0)
in 20 Ne consists of a prolate 0(8 0) equilibrium shape with λ = 8 and μ = 0 in the valence-shell
zero-particle zero-hole (0p–0h) subspace, along with many other SU(3) deformed configurations
(vibrations), such as 2(10 0), 2(6 2), and 8(16 0), that include particle–hole excitations of the equilibrium shape to higher shells (for further details, see 1, 6, 88). These vibrations are multiples of
2 1p–1h excitations of the GR monopole and quadrupole types; that is, they are induced by the
monopole r2 and quadrupole Q operators, respectively.
A major advantage of the SA-NCSM is that the SA model space can be downselected to a
subset of SA basis states that describe equilibrium and dynamical deformation, and within this
selected model space the spurious center-of-mass motion can be factored out exactly (89, 90).
Another major advantage is that deformation and collectivity are properly treated in this approach
www.annualreviews.org
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without the need to break and restore rotational symmetry. The reason is that basis states utilize
the SU(3) ࣫ SO(3) reduction chain, which has a good orbital momentum, whereas all SU(3)
reduced matrix elements depend only on (λ μ) and can be calculated in the simpler canonical
SU(3) ࣫ SU(2) reduction chain, which takes advantage of the Cartesian scheme (Nz , Nx , Ny ).
A third major advantage is the use of group theory, including the Wigner–Eckart theorem and
group-theoretical algorithms (e.g., 91–93).

3.2. Unveiling Dominant Features and Symmetries: Equilibrium Shapes,
Vibrations, and Rotations
Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 2021.71:253-277. Downloaded from www.annualreviews.org
Access provided by Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge on 01/24/22. See copyright for approved use.

As mentioned above, recent first-principles SA-NCSM calculations below the calcium region revealed the remarkable result that nuclei exhibit relatively simple physics (1). We now understand
that a low-lying nuclear state is composed predominantly of a few equilibrium shapes that vibrate
through excitations of the GR monopole and quadrupole types, and also rotate (see also 94, 95).
Specifically, nuclei are predominantly—typically in excess of 70–80%—composed of only a few
shapes. They are often composed of a single shape (a single symplectic irrep), as in the odd–odd
nuclei 6 Li (Figure 2a) and 8 B, the cluster-like 8 Be (Figure 1b), 16 O (often considered to be closedshell), and the intermediate-mass 20 Ne (Figures 1a, 2b). Two shapes are found, for instance, in
8
He (generally considered to be spherical) and 12 C [24; see also results in 6 and 95 based on SU(3)
analysis]. Furthermore, the ground state of 6 Li and 20 Ne (16 O) has a dominant prolate (spherical)
shape, while an oblate shape dominates in the cases of 8 He and 12 C. The symplectic symmetry
holds even in excited states (88) and for 7 Be (96).
In addition to the predominant irrep(s), there is a manageable number of symplectic irreps,
each of which contributes at a level that is typically at least an order of magnitude smaller, as
discussed in Reference 1. In addition, this study (1) has shown that realistic interactions yield
practically the same symplectic content in low-lying states as the one observed in the ground
state (see Figure 1a for 2+ , 4+ , 6+ , and 8+ ), which is a rigorous signature of rotations of a shape
and can be used to identify members of a rotational band.
Exploiting the approximate symplectic symmetry allows excitation energies and B(E2) transition strengths to be studied for selected nuclei with the use of only a few symplectic irreps or
SU(3) model spaces (which include all symplectic irreps), as shown in Figure 2 for 6 Li and 20 Ne.
Within a few symplectic irreps, these observables show a relatively fast convergence trend across
variations in model-space size and resolution (related to Nmax and ) (1, 88), yielding extrapolations to infinitely many shells with typical errors of ∼100 keV for excitation energies and ∼4% for
B(E2). Note that E2 transitions are determined by the quadrupole operator Q, an Sp(3, R) generator that does not mix symplectic irreps—the predominance of a single symplectic irrep leads to
the remarkable result that the largest fraction of these transitions, and hence nuclear collectivity,
necessarily emerges within this symplectic irrep [similarly for root-mean-square (rms) radii, since
r2 is also an Sp(3, R) generator].
Note the small model-space size used for computations of low-lying states in 6 Li and 20 Ne
(Figure 2). For comparison, the corresponding NCSM dimension for Jπ = 0+ , 2+ , and 4+ in
20
Ne in 11 HO shells is 3.8 × 1010 . Thus, it is remarkable that even excitation energies calculated
in model spaces selected down to a few symplectic irreps closely reproduce the experimental data.

3.3. Benchmark Studies and Nuclear Properties
This section summarizes the results of a series of benchmark studies showing that the SA-NCSM
uses significantly smaller model space in comparison to the corresponding large complete Nmax
model space (or, equivalently, NCSM) without compromising the accuracy for various observables
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Figure 2
Energy spectra, B(E2) transition strengths (in W.u.) or Q-quadrupole moments (in e fm2 ), and one-body densities for (a) 6 Li, (b) 20 Ne,
and (c) 48 Ti, based on ab initio SA-NCSM calculations with NNLOopt . Energy spectra are labeled according to the dimensions of the
largest model spaces used and the number of Sp(3, R) irreps (shapes). Observables are reported for infinite model spaces, except
calculations with all symplectic irreps (labeled “All”) in complete or SA spaces that use  = 15 MeV. Point-proton densities are shown
for the largest model spaces (panel a, red solid line; panels b and c, spatial profiles), as well as for the single irrep (panel a, red color band).
The 6 Li point-proton density is compared with VMC with AV18/Urbana IX (97). Abbreviations: GR, giant resonance; irrep,
irreducible representation; SA, symmetry-adapted; SA-NCSM, symmetry-adapted no-core shell model; VMC, variational Monte
Carlo. Energy spectra in panels a and b adapted with permission from Reference 1.

that probe nuclear properties. These include energies, point-particle rms radii, electric quadrupole
and magnetic dipole moments, reduced B(E2) transition strengths (19, 24), electron scattering
form factors (25), and sum rules (26). Indeed, results for light nuclei (the illustrative examples of
4
He, 6 Li, and 12 C are presented below) agree with those of other ab initio approaches, such as the
hyperspherical harmonics (HH) and the NCSM, as well as with variational Monte Carlo (VMC)
and Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC). After this discussion, we illustrate the capability of
the SA concept to reach heavier nuclei, such as 32 Ne and 48 Ti (30).
For 4 He, Reference 26 compared SA-NCSM observables with exact solutions of the HH.
We present selected results of this benchmark study, with a focus on the ground-state energy
and point-proton rms radius of 4 He with the JISP16 and N3LO-EM potentials, as well as
selected energy moments of the response function (i.e., sum rules). Response functions for
electromagnetic probes are important because they are used to calculate cross sections and can
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Table 1

Benchmark results for the SA framework compared with other ab initio methods for selected observablesa

Nuclei
4

He

0+
g.s.

Observables
BE (MeV)

SA-NCSM

NCSM

Reference

Other methods

Reference

Experiment

28.2944(7)

28.2986(4)

26

28.300 (HH)

26

28.3

∗

∗
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6

Li 1+
g.s.

26(1)

25(1)

26

25.3(1) (HH)

26

Dipole NEWSR
(e2 fm2 )

0.94(2)∗

0.95(3)∗

26

0.945∗ (HH)

26

NA

Monopole
EWSR/NEWSR
(MeV)

6.67(3)

6.63(1)

26

6.623(5) (HH)

26

NA

BE (MeV)

30.45

30.95

19

27.0(1)∗∗ (VMC),
31.2(1)∗∗ (GFMC)

100

31.99

rp (fm)

2.11

2.13

19

2.46(2)∗∗ (VMC)

101

2.43b

2.13

12

C

∗

∗∗∗

2.14

∗∗∗

Q (e fm2 )

−0.080

−0.064

19

−0.33(18)∗ ∗ (VMC)

101

−0.0818(17)

μ (μN )

+0.839

+0.838

19

+0.828(1)∗ ∗ (VMC)

101

+0.82205

BE (MeV)

85.95

87.90

24

92.16

E2+ (MeV)

4.64

4.69

24

4.44

+3.735

+3.741

24

+6(3)

0.839

0.848

24

NA

0.012

0.013

24

0.0145(21)

1

2

Q2+ (e fm )
1

μ1+ (μN )
1

B(M1; 1+
1
(μ2N )

→

0+
g.s. )

Values without uncertainties are given for Nmax and  (the same Nmax for both SA-NCSM and NCSM). Unless otherwise stated, calculations use the
JISP16 potential, and unless otherwise stated, experimental data are from Reference 99.
b
Deduced from the 6 Li charge radius of 2.56(5) fm (102).
Abbreviations: B(M1), magnetic dipole transition strength; BE, binding energy; E, excitation energy; EWSR, energy-weighted sum rule; GFMC, Green’s
function Monte Carlo; g.s., ground state; HH, hyperspherical harmonics; NA, not available; NCSM, no-core shell model; NEWSR, non-energy-weighted
sum rule; Q, electric quadrupole moment; rp , point-proton root-mean-square radius; SA, symmetry-adapted; VMC, variational Monte Carlo; μ, magnetic
dipole moment. Entries marked with an asterisk (∗ ) indicate N3LO-EM NN; two asterisks (∗∗ ), AV18/Urbana IX; three asterisks (∗∗∗ ), NNLOopt .
a

NEWSR:
non-energy-weighted
sum rule
EWSR:
energy-weighted sum
rule
IEWSR: inverse
energy-weighted sum
rule
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reveal information about the dynamical structure of the nucleus itself. While it is desirable to
compute the full response function, it is sometimes easier to study its energy moments, which
can be compared with experiment as well. The SA-NCSM calculations, when extrapolated to
infinite spaces, are found to practically coincide with the HH and NCSM results (Table 1) while
exhibiting very good convergence with the model-space size, parameterized by Kmax for the HH
and Nmax for the SA-NCSM and NCSM (see Figure 3a for an illustrative example). Overall, sum
rules, such as the non-energy-weighted sum rule (NEWSR), energy-weighted sum rule (EWSR),
and inverse energy-weighted sum rule (IEWSR), for monopole, dipole, and quadrupole probes
show agreement within 2σ between the HH results and the extrapolated SA-NCSM values for
JISP16 (see Table 1 for selected sum rules and interactions; for a complete set of values for
JISP16, N3LO, and NNLOopt , see tables II and III of 26). The extrapolated values for NCSM
and SA-NCSM in Table 1 are based on several model-space sizes up to 17 shells and a 10%
variation in the  parameter; the HH results without uncertainties are reported at convergence.
Note that all observables reported are translationally invariant, which is not trivial for sum rules
calculated in many-body methods that use laboratory-frame coordinates and has been resolved
(26) by a novel algorithm based on the Lawson procedure (98).
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Figure 3
(a) Quadrupole NEWSR (translationally invariant) for 4 He as a function of the model-space size (Kmax or Nmax ), based on ab initio HH
and SA-NCSM ( = 25 MeV) calculations with N3LO-EM interaction (NN only). (b) Lorentz integral transform (translationally
invariant) for monopole transitions to the 20 Ne ground state versus excitation energy E for a Lorentzian kernel width of L = 2 MeV
that yields the response function in the L → 0 limit (26), based on ab initio SA-NCSM calculations with NNLOopt and  = 15
MeV. Abbreviations: HH, hyperspherical harmonics; NCSM, no-core shell model; NEWSR, non-energy-weighted sum rule;
SA-NCSM, symmetry-adapted no-core shell model. Panel a adapted with permission from Reference 26. Panel b adapted with
permission from Reference 88.

Similarly, for the 6 Li ground state and low-lying isospin-zero states, Reference 19 has validated
the use of selected SA spaces in comparison to the complete Nmax model space, as illustrated in
Table 1 for selected observables for 14 shells, for  = 20 MeV, and with JISP16 and NNLOopt
NN interactions. Reference 25 compares these results with those of the ab initio VMC and GFMC
methods that use the AV18 NN and Urbana IX 3N interactions (103, 104). Note the remarkable
agreement between the results of the two methods, despite the use of realistic interactions that
differ in construction and properties (e.g., nonlocal versus local). The close agreement between
the SA-NCSM and VMC results holds also for the 6 Li point-proton density (Figure 2a), where
the SA-NCSM calculations span model spaces of 14 shells (Nmax = 12) that include all symplectic
irreps (for  = 20 MeV) or only the single symplectic irrep, used to determine the extrapolated
6
Li energies and B(E2) strengths shown in Figure 2a.
Results for a heavier nucleus, 12 C, corroborate the findings for 4 He and 6 Li (24, 105). Selected
SA-NCSM observables are listed in Table 1 for 10 shells and  = 20 MeV, and they practically
coincide with the complete-space calculations. In addition, Reference 24 shows that the size of the
model space and the number of nonzero Hamiltonian matrix elements—for SA selected spaces—
grow slowly with the model-space size Nmax .
Furthermore, the SA framework has been applied to observables that can be extracted from
electron scattering and photoabsorption experiments. The longitudinal electric charge form factor has been studied (25) using ab initio SA-NCSM calculations for the 1+ ground state of 6 Li,
as shown in Figure 4a, which compares SU(3) selected spaces in 14 shells with the corresponding complete model space. The agreement with both NCSM and experiment demonstrates that
the symmetry considerations of the type we consider in the SA framework also properly treat
excitations to higher HO shells relevant for typical momentum transfers, q  4 fm−1 (25).
The electric dipole polarizability α D can be extracted from photoabsorption experiments.
Specifically, α D can be deduced from the photoabsorption cross sections σγ (E ) = 4π 2 αER(E ) by
integrating the data (106, 107) with the proper energy weight, where R(E) is the dipole response
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Figure 4
(a) Longitudinal electric charge form factor FL2 (translationally invariant and adjusted to account for the finite proton size) for the 6 Li
ground state, based on ab initio SA-NCSM calculations with NNLOopt in various selected model spaces up through 14 shells (lightcolored bands). Solid lines represent the corresponding complete model space. Electron scattering experimental data are from Reference
102. (b) Electric dipole polarizability α D (translationally invariant) as a function of the excitation energy E, using ab initio HH
calculations, along with SA-NCSM and NCSM calculations in a model space of 18 harmonic oscillator shells with an intershell distance
of  = 25 MeV. Abbreviations: HH, hyperspherical harmonics; NCSM, no-core shell model; SA-NCSM, symmetry-adapted no-core
shell model. Panel a adapted with permission from Reference 25. Panel b adapted with permission from Reference 26.

function for a given excitation energy E and α is the fine-structure constant. The IEWSR for 4 He
can be used to calculate α D , using the relation αD = 2α × IEWSR, which is compared with experiment (Figure 4b). Specifically, Reference 26 has shown that the N3LO-EM yields a larger α D
value than the NNLOopt , while both results fall within the experimental uncertainties. This result
is consistent with earlier theoretical research that included the complementary 3N forces in the
N3LO-EM and showed that they reduce the value of α D by as much as 15% (108). Remarkably,
the outcome for the N3LO-EM (NN + 3N), calculated in the HH (109) and the NCSM (110),
closely agrees with that for the NNLOopt using only NN forces.
Within the SA framework, calculations up through medium-mass nuclei are feasible. For example, the first SA-NCSM calculations in 10 shells are available for 48 Ti (Figure 2c), including its
ground-state one-body density profile (in the body-fixed frame) and an estimate of the quadrupole
moment of its lowest 2+ state, which is in good agreement with experiment. These calculations use
SA model spaces with approximately 6 × 106 basis states, in comparison to the infeasible number
of 3 × 1013 for the corresponding complete model space.
As another illustrative example, we show structure observables for 20 Ne, together with its
ground-state one-body density (Figure 2b) and response to an isoscalar electric monopole probe,

M0 = (1/2) i ri2 (Figure 3b). In Figure 3b, the response is illustrated by the Lorentz integral
transform (111, 112) for monopole transitions to the 20 Ne ground state using a Lorentzian
kernel width of L = 2 MeV, which yields the response function in the L → 0 limit. The first
large peak is associated with a breathing mode, or giant monopole resonance (113), and can
provide a stringent probe of incompressibility and nuclear saturation properties (114). Indeed,
since the M0 operator is a symplectic generator and does not mix symplectic irreps, the monopole
response shown in Figure 3b tracks the contribution of the predominant shape of the 20 Ne
ground state to all excited 0+ states. It is not surprising, then, that the distribution and peak of the
response are consistent with the results of Reference 1 (see the higher 0+ states in Figure 1a).
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Indeed, Reference 1 suggests that the set of excited 0+ states shown in Figure 1a, with a nonnegligible contribution of the 1p–1h excitations of the ground-state equilibrium shape, describes
a fragmented giant monopole resonance with a centroid around 29 MeV and a typical wave
function spread out to higher deformation due to vibrations (115), in contrast to the ground state.
The different deformation content is clearly evident in the β–γ plots in Figure 1a, which depict
the deformation distribution within the same symplectic irrep for the ground state and the GR
peak across the average deformation β and triaxiality γ.
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4. NUCLEAR REACTIONS WITH SYMMETRY-ADAPTED BASIS
4.1. α-Induced Reactions
Partial widths are given by the decay rates of resonances into different open channels. They are
not directly measurable, and extraction is model dependent to a greater or lesser extent. α widths
and α-capture reactions of intermediate-mass nuclei are now feasible in the ab initio SA framework, including intermediate-mass nuclei along the path of XRB nucleosynthesis. In general, the
formalism is applicable up through the medium-mass region with the ab initio SA-NCSM as well
as for heavier nuclei, for instance, when nuclear fragments are described in the no-core symplectic shell model (NCSpM) with effective many-nucleon interaction (115–118). The NCSpM can
reach ultralarge model spaces and has achieved successful microscopic descriptions of low-lying
states in deformed A = 8–24 nuclei (117), particularly the elusive Hoyle state in 12 C and its first
2+ and 4+ excitations (116).
Modeling nuclear systems with cluster substructure represents a major challenge for manyparticle approaches that build on realistic interactions. For light nuclei, there has been recent
progress in ab initio descriptions of α-cluster systems including the GFMC method, with applications to the α-cluster structure of 8 Be and 12 C, along with electromagnetic transitions (103); the
nuclear lattice EFT, with applications to the Hoyle state energy and the astrophysically relevant
α–α scattering problem (35, 119, 120); and the HH method, with applications to GR modes in
4
He (121). Of particular note are recent developments that combine RGM with configurationinteraction methods (70, 122), as well as with ab initio NCSM and SA-NCSM (34, 42, 83; see
Section 4.2.1). Reference 123 provides a review of cluster models, including some of the earliest
techniques that treat particles within localized clusters, such as RGM (44, 124) and the related
generator coordinate method (125), as well as molecular dynamics approaches (126, 127).
Reference 41 presents a new many-body technique for determining challenging α widths and
asymptotic normalization coefficients (ANCs) utilizing ab initio SA-NCSM wave functions, with
a focus on the 16 O(α,γ )20 Ne reaction rate. Indeed, the SA framework is ideal for addressing cluster substructures, as it enables the large model spaces needed for clustering and capitalizes on the
complementary nature of the symplectic basis and the cluster basis (17, 128, 129). Several studies
have taken advantage of this relationship by using a single SU(3) deformation for the clusters.
Specifically, this approach has been used to describe the sub-Coulomb 12 C+12 C resonances of
24
Mg (130) that are of particular interest in astrophysics, as well as spectroscopic factors for α
conjugate nuclei (that is, nuclei with multiples of two protons and two neutrons) (128, 129, 131).
These studies have shown that some of the most important shell-model configurations can be expressed by exciting the relative-motion degree of freedom of the clusters. Furthermore, they have
indicated that an approach that utilizes both the cluster and symplectic bases proves to be advantageous, especially since the model based on the cluster basis only, for clusters without excitations,
tends to overestimate cluster decay widths and underestimate E2 transition rates (129).
Reference 41 reports the first α partial width of the lowest 1− resonance, using ab initio 20 Ne
wave functions. Specifically, for the partition into a- and A-particle clusters, the relative wave
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function ruJcl (r) is given by
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where the cluster system is defined for a channel c = {a, a1 , I1 1 , a2 , I2 2 , I}, which is labeled by
the angular momentum (spin) and parity of each of the clusters and the total spin of the clusters I (the labels a, a1 , and a2 denote all other quantum numbers needed to fully characterize their
respective states) and a partial wave l. Rηl (r) (where η = 0, 1, 2, . . . label s, p, sd. . . major HO shells)
is the single-particle HO radial wave function. The integral of Equation 2 over r yields a specπ
π
troscopic factor. The overlap (A + a)aJπ M|(Aa1 I1 1 , aa2 I2 2 )I, ηl; Jπ M is calculated for the (A +
a)-body state of the composite system (in this example, 20 Ne) and the cluster configurations (in
this example, α+16 O), using an efficacious Sp(3, R) group-theoretical technique (41, 128, 129). In
π
addition, using the microscopic R-matrix approach (132), ruJcl (r) is matched at a channel radius
with the exact solution to the Coulomb potential in the exterior (shown in Figure 5 at long distances). In this way, one can obtain the two-cluster wave function that reflects the microscopic
structure of the fragments while having the correct asymptotics, and hence calculate α widths for
resonances and ANCs for bound states (41).
The new method is applied to the 1− resonance in 20 Ne with a known natural width; because
the state decays entirely through α emission, the natural width is the α partial width. Specifically,
the α +16 O l = 0 and l = 1 wave functions are calculated using the ab initio SA-NCSM for the 20 Ne
ground state and lowest 1− state in 11 shells (Figure 5). Using extrapolations that do not depend
on the channel radius, Reference 41 reports a value of α = 10(3) eV for the α partial width of the
1− resonance, with uncertainty given by the variation in . Given that no parameters are fitted
to nuclear data in this study, this estimate agrees reasonably well with the natural width of the
20
Ne 1− state of 28(3) eV (133, 134). Note that while Reference 41 uses experimental thresholds,
it emphasized the key role of correlations in developing cluster structures and collective modes,
without which widths are drastically reduced.
This method also allows for first estimates for ANCs from ab initio descriptions of 20 Ne. The
extrapolated ANC for the ground state is estimated to be C0 = 3.4 ± 1.2 × 103 fm−1/2 from ab
initio SA-NCSM calculations. For the first excited 4+ state in 20 Ne, which is in close proximity to
the α +16 O threshold, the ANC is estimated from Nmax = 14 NCSpM calculations to be an order
of magnitude larger (41).
The α widths can, in turn, be used to calculate α-capture reaction rates for narrow resonances
of interest to astrophysics. This is achieved by use of the narrow resonance approximation, for
which reaction rates are given by
NA σ vr =

1.539 × 1011 −11.605Er /T9
e
(ωγ )r .
(μA,a T9 )3/2

3.

Here, T9 is temperature in giga-Kelvin, μA, a is the reduced mass of the two clusters, Er is the
resonance energy in MeV, and the resonance strength is defined as
(ωγ )r =

2J + 1
(2I1 + 1)(2I2 + 1)

α

γ

.

4.

The use of the SA estimate for the α width α and γ / extracted from the resonance strength of
Reference 134 allows the contribution to the 16 O(α,γ )20 Ne reaction rate through the 1.06-MeV
1− resonance in 20 Ne to be calculated at astrophysically relevant temperatures. This calculated
reaction rate is used as input to the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA)
code suite (135) to determine its impact on the abundance pattern produced during an XRB event
(Figure 5b). The MESA release (136) includes a model for an XRB with a constant accretion rate
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Figure 5
(a) α+16 O l = 0 and l = 1 relative wave functions from ab initio SA-NCSM calculations of the 20 Ne ground
state and lowest 1− state, respectively (with NNLOopt and an intershell distance of  = 13–17 MeV).
(b) Difference between the initial mass fractions of the neutron star and the mass fractions 24 h after the
burst begins based on the MESA X-ray burst simulation, showing good agreement between the pattern from
the SA-calculated reaction rate and the pattern from the database reaction rate. All isotopes in the network
with mass differences greater than 10−10 are shown. Abbreviations: MESA, Modules for Experiments in
Stellar Astrophysics; SA, symmetry-adapted; SA-NCSM, symmetry-adapted no-core shell model. Figure
adapted with permission from Reference 41, copyright American Physical Society.

and consistent burning across the entire surface of the neutron star, based on GS 1826-24, also
known as the clocked burster (137). This model is designed for a nuclear network of 305 isotopes,
including proton-rich isotopes up to 107 Te, but is also stable for a nuclear network of 153 isotopes
up to 56 Fe, used in the present calculations. MESA includes all known reactions involving these
nuclei, with reaction data taken from the REACLIB database (50). Remarkably, the SA-calculated
reaction rate for the α-capture reaction 16 O(α,γ )20 Ne yields practically the same XRB abundance
pattern as the known reaction rate available in the REACLIB database (Figure 5b).

4.2. Scattering and Reactions for a Single-Nucleon Projectile
The section presents a novel ab initio SA framework for reactions based on the RGM (42; 43; A.
Mercenne et al., manuscript in preparation), applicable to nucleon scattering and capture reactions
with light- to medium-mass nuclei at the astrophysically relevant energy regime (Section 4.2.1). As
illustrative examples, we discuss results for neutron scattering off 16 O and 20 Ne (30). In addition,
this section describes a state-of-the-art few-body approach to scattering at intermediate energies
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based on the multiple scattering theory (46–48), with a focus on ab initio scattering cross sections
and spin reaction observables at energies of ∼100–200 MeV (Section 4.2.2).
An important outcome of the RGM and multiple scattering approaches is an ab initio nucleon–
nucleus effective potential. An alternative approach employed the Green’s function framework,
which was applied to low energies (20 MeV per nucleon) using the self-consistent Green’s function method (67) and the coupled-cluster method (68; see also 31). These studies built upon earlier
theoretical frameworks, such as that introduced by Feshbach (138), leading to the Green’s function formulation (139, 140), and that pioneered by Watson (141) and advanced by Kerman et al.
(142) for elastic scattering of a nucleon from a nucleus, leading to the spectator expansion of the
multiple scattering theory (143). Indeed, progress has recently been made in deriving microscopic
optical potentials, which can then be used to provide cross sections for elastic scattering as well
as input to (d, p) and (d, n) reactions (144). These studies have emphasized the need for realistic
interactions that correctly reproduce rms radii as well as the importance of collective degrees of
freedom to properly account for absorption.
4.2.1. Low energies: resonating group method. The RGM (44) is a microscopic method
that uses fully antisymmetric wave functions, correctly treats the center-of-mass motion of the
clusters, and takes internal correlations of the clusters into consideration. In the RGM, nucleons
are organized within different groups, or clusters, “resonating” through the intercluster exchange
of nucleons. The antisymmetrization between the different clusters enforces the Pauli exclusion
principle. All of these features make this method particularly suitable for providing unified descriptions of nuclear structure and reaction observables. The SA-RGM builds upon the successful
combination of the RGM and NCSM with NN and 3N interactions for light nuclei (45). With the
use of the SA basis, the SA-RGM expands ab initio reaction theory to reactions of heavier nuclei
and weakly bound systems near the drip lines for astrophysically relevant energies.
Traditionally, RGM has adopted generalized cluster wave functions as basis functions, which
describe the motion of a system of two or more clusters. We consider two nuclear fragments, or
two-cluster nuclear reactions. For two clusters A and a, the cluster states for a channel c are defined
as (see Section 4.1)

Jπ
 Jπ 

 

 = Aa1 I π1 × aa2 I π2 I × Y (r̂A,a ) δ(r − rA,a )
5.
cr
1
2
rrA,a
for a relative distance between the clusters rA, a (see Equation 2). The (A + a) nuclear wave function
is given in terms of the cluster states,
 Jπ  
 =
c

drr 2
r

π
gJc (r)  Jπ 
Ac cr ,
r

6.

π

with unknown amplitudes gJc (r) that are determined by solving the integral Hill–Wheeler equations (which follow from the Schrödinger equation):


π

drr 2 Hc c (r  , r) − ENc c (r  , r)

c
π

π

gJc (r)
= 0.
r

7.
π

π

Here, Hc c (r  , r) = Jc r |Ac HAc |Jcr  is the Hamiltonian kernel and Nc c (r  , r) = Jc r |Ac Ac |Jcr 
is the norm kernel, where A is the antisymmetrizer. The kernels are computed using the microscopic wave functions of the clusters that can be obtained in the ab initio NCSM and
SA-NCSM. Once the kernels are computed, Equation 7 can be solved using the microscopic
R-matrix approach (132).
In the SA-RGM, the target nucleus is described by SA-NCSM many-body wave functions.
Specifically, a target state with spin and parity I1 π1 with projection M1 is constructed in terms of
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the SA basis:





Aa1 I π1 M1 =
1
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b1 ω1 κ1 L1 S1

ω κ1 L1 S1

Cb11



b1 ω1 κ1 (L1 S1 )I π1 M1 ,

8.

1


where the labels are defined, in general, as b ≡ . . . ω p ωn ρN ; S p Sn and deformation ω ࣕ (λ μ).
Protons and neutrons are labeled by p and n, respectively, and S labels the intrinsic spin (dots
denote all additional quantum numbers). The SU(3) outer multiplicity ρ (91) results from the
coupling of the proton deformation with that of neutrons to total deformation ω1 . As mentioned
above, N labels the total HO excitations (N ≤ Nmax ). For a single-particle projectile, the SA-RGM
basis states can be defined for a channel {ν 1 ; ν} = {ω1 κ 1 (L1 S1 ); ωκ(LS)} as



 π  

1 ν JM
 νJ M
ν
Cb11 |b1 ω1 S1  × (η 0)
,
9.
ν1 ;η =
2
b1

where the SU(3) basis states for the target are coupled to the HO single-particle states |(η 0)(1/2)
of the projectile. Note that there is no dependence on the orbital momentum of the projectile,
only on the shell number it occupies, η. Furthermore, the summation over b1 implies that the
SA-RGM basis requires only part of the information present in the SA basis.
The SA-RGM basis is used to calculate the RGM kernels, which is the main computational
task in the RGM (45). One of the kernels is the norm kernel, which is the overlap between antisymmetrized nonorthogonal RGM basis states. It consists of a direct part (a Dirac delta function),
which dominates at long relative distances, and an exchange part, which takes into account the
Pauli principle at short distances. The exchange norm kernel is related to the permutation operator P, which exchanges the nucleon projectile with another nucleon within the target (45).
The exchange norm kernel in the SA-RGM basis thus reduces to evaluating the following (and
similarly for the Hamiltonian kernels):


 


  M
νν  J;ηM  P νν1J;η
1





= δν  ν

ωo So ρ0


η+η −ωo

SoS1 (−1)

S1 + 12 +S

(−1)

S1 So S1
1
S 12
2




×

dim(ωo )
ρ ωS
U ω1 ωoω (η  0); ω1 ρ0 1(η 0)11 ρηη0 o o (ν1 ; ν1 ) .
dim(η 0)

10.

Here, U[. . .] is the SU(3) 6-(λ μ) recoupling coefficient (3), analogous to the SU(2) 6-j symbol,
dim(λ μ) = (1/2)(λ + 1)(μ + 1)(λ + μ + 2). The SU(3) one-body density matrix elements are defined as


ωoSo

 ν ν
ρ0 ωo So
†

  
1
1
Cb Cb1 b1 ω1 S1 ||| a(η 0)1 × ã(0 η )1
|||b1 ω1 S1
.
11.
ρηη (ν1 ; ν1 ) =
b1 b1

1

2

2

ρ0

The matrix elements of the ρ density can be quickly computed in the SA basis through the use of
an efficacious SU(3)-enabled vector–matrix–vector algorithm, and this can be done prior to the
computation of the kernels. Notably, as a result of the Kronecker delta function in Equation 10,
the exchange part of the norm kernel turns out to be block-diagonal in this basis. The reason is
that the operator P is an SU(3) scalar and spin scalar, thereby preserving deformation and spin.
This procedure allows the kernels to be calculated, for each Jπ M, through the SA-RGM channel basis of Equation 9, which depends only on the deformation, rotation, and spin of the target
ν 1 (that is, ω1 κ 1 L1 S1 ) and on the deformation, rotation, and spin of the target-projectile system ν
(that is, ωκLS). Thus, the SA offers two main advantages. First, the number of unique SU(3) configurations in the target wave function is manageable in comparison to the complete model-space
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Figure 6
(a) Translationally invariant potential kernel (direct, NN only) for n+16 O(g.s.) in the ab initio SA-RGM approach using SA selected and
complete model spaces (based on ab initio SA-NCSM calculations of 16 O with  = 16 MeV and NNLOsat NN+3N in a model space
of 10 shells; the projectile occupies 10 shells). (b) Effective neutron–nucleus potential for the 20 Ne ground state, where effects of the
target excitations and antisymmetrization involving three nucleons are neglected (based on ab initio SA-NCSM calculations of 20 Ne
with NNLOopt in a model space of 11 shells and an intershell distance of  = 15 MeV). Abbreviations: g.s., ground state; SA-NCSM,
symmetry-adapted no-core shell model; SA-RGM, symmetry-adapted resonating group method.

size. Second, a manageable number of configurations for the target-projectile system is based on
SU(3) and SU(2) selection rules, namely ω = ω1 × (η 0) and S = S1 × (1/2). Thus, for example,
for proton or neutron scattering off 20 Ne (with channels for the 0+ ground state), there are only
approximately 103 –104 SA-RGM basis states for 7 to 13 shells, and only approximately 105 for
23
Mg when more target states are used (with channels for the 3/2+ ground state, 5/2+ , and 7/2+ ).
Interestingly, the number of unique deformed configurations for heavier targets such as neon and
magnesium decrease in larger model spaces as dominant shapes are allowed to develop, thereby
reducing shape mixing.
As discussed above, it is important to validate the use of the SA basis and selected model spaces
to ensure that the selection does not remove configurations relevant for these reaction processes.
Indeed, a benchmark study for 4 He and 16 O revealed that the selection has an almost negligiπ
π
ble effect on the norm kernels and potential kernels Jc r |Ac V Ac |Jcr  (42; A. Mercenne et al.,
manuscript in preparation), which are used as input to calculate phase shifts and cross sections.
An example is illustrated here for the direct potential kernel of n+16 O(0+
g.s. ) (similarly for a proton
projectile), with NNLOsat up to 10 shells for two partial waves S1/2 and P3/2 (Figure 6a). Note
that in these calculations the 3N forces are included as a mass-dependent monopole interaction
(145), which has an effect on binding energies. For example, for the 16 O ground-state energy, the
seven-shell 3N contribution is 20.46 MeV, resulting in a total energy of −127.97 MeV for Nmax =
8 and  = 16 MeV, which agrees with the experimental value of −127.62 MeV.
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In the SA-RGM framework, one starts from an ab initio description of all particles involved and
derives the Hamiltonian kernel, which, when orthogonalized, yields nonlocal effective nucleon–
nucleus interactions for the channels under consideration. For a single channel, if the effects of
the target excitations are neglected, the nonlocal effective nucleon–nucleus interaction can be
calculated for each partial wave, as illustrated in Figure 6b for n+20 Ne(0+
g.s. ) with NNLOopt in 11
shells. While these calculations limit the antisymmetrization to only two nucleons, this is a first
step toward constructing effective nucleon–nucleus potentials for light- and medium-mass nuclei
for astrophysically relevant energies.
4.2.2. Intermediate energies: multiple scattering method. The ab initio fully consistent
framework of the spectator expansion of the multiple scattering theory was developed at leading order (48) to describe elastic scattering at intermediate energies. It capitalizes on the concept
that the two-body interaction between the projectile and the nucleons inside the target nucleus
plays a dominant role. Thus, the leading-order term involves the interaction of the projectile and
one of the target nucleons, the second-order term involves the projectile interacting with two target nucleons, and so forth. With the goal of deriving an effective nucleon–nucleus potential, the
effective potential operator is expanded in terms of active particles (146). At leading order (two
active particles), a consistent treatment requires the use of an NN interaction to calculate the NN
transition amplitude (describing the interaction between the projectile and the struck target nucleon), as well as the microscopic structure of the target nucleus that enters by means of one-body
nuclear densities (for details, see 48). Note that the 3N effects enter only at the next order of the
spectator expansion and require two-body nuclear densities along with a solution to a three-body
problem for three active nucleons.
A series of studies constructed the leading-order ab initio effective nucleon–nucleus potential,
which is nonlocal and energy dependent (48, 49, 148). This potential has been used to calculate
reaction observables, such as cross sections and analyzing power Ay , in helium isotopes and other
light nuclei, including 12 C and 16 O. For the first time, the nuclear densities of the target in the
multiple scattering theory have been derived from ab initio calculations. The outcome of these
studies is that the differential cross section and Ay as a function of the center-of-mass angle, or
equivalently the momentum transfer q, exhibits remarkable agreement with experimental data
when the chiral NNLOopt NN potential is employed (see Figure 7a for 4 He).
Similarly to reaction observables at low energies (Section 4.2.1), we show that the SA selected and complete model spaces practically coincide for the angular distribution of the differential cross section and the analyzing power for protons on a 4 He target at a laboratory projectile kinetic energy of 200 MeV, using the N3LO-EM chiral potential (Figure 7a). Furthermore,
the SA framework can extend calculations to intermediate-mass nuclei; specifically, the ab initio
20
Ne(p, p)20 Ne differential cross section at 100 MeV and 200 MeV exhibits a slight decrease
in comparison to smaller model spaces where the predominant shape is not fully developed
(Figure 7b). Indeed, missing collective correlations have been suggested to reduce absorption in
scattering at lower energies (68). The results in Figure 7b pave the way toward exploring proton
and neutron scattering on intermediate- and medium-mass targets, including the role of collectivity and clustering.

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this review, we have discussed recent ab initio developments made possible by the use of the SA
basis, which can reach ultralarge shell-model spaces in light- through medium-mass nuclei. First,
the use of the SA basis is essential for structure observables, especially for precise descriptions of
www.annualreviews.org
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Figure 7
(a) Angular distribution of the differential cross section divided by the Rutherford cross section and analyzing power for elastic proton
scattering on 4 He at a laboratory kinetic energy of 200 MeV as a function of θ cm , showing perfect agreement between SA selected and
complete (NCSM) model spaces of 15 shells (Nmax = 14) with the N3LO-EM N N interaction and  = 25 MeV. Also shown are
calculations with the NNLOopt N N chiral potential, in good agreement with experiment. Experimental data are from Reference 147.
(b) Angular distribution of the differential cross section divided by the Rutherford cross section for (top) 100-MeV and (bottom)
200-MeV proton laboratory kinetic energy on a 20 Ne target (the calculations use NNLOopt with an intershell distance of  = 15
MeV for SA and  = 14–16 MeV for the NCSM band). Abbreviations: NCSM, no-core shell model; SA, symmetry-adapted; θ cm ,
center-of-mass angle. Panel a adapted with permission from Reference 48, copyright American Physical Society.

cluster formations in nuclei (e.g., in 20 Ne) or of collectivity in medium-mass nuclei, such as 48 Ti,
which is of interest for neutrinoless double-β-decay experiments that aim to determine whether
the neutrino is its own antiparticle (149, 150). Second, the SA basis enables couplings to the continuum, through excitations that are otherwise inaccessible and with the help of the SA-RGM
basis, which accounts for decays to open channels. These features are critical for calculating reaction observables and for deriving nucleon–nucleus potentials rooted in first principles, as discussed
in this review in the context of both the SA-RGM approach for the astrophysically relevant energy regime and the multiple scattering method at intermediate energies. In many cases, results are
highly sensitive to the microscopic structure; for instance, nucleon scattering and capture reactions
at low energies are driven by a few open channels and isolated resonances, whereas collectivity and
clustering are essential for α-capture reactions and for deformed target or beam isotopes. As these
approaches build upon first principles, they can probe features of the NN interaction that are
relevant to reactions but remain unconstrained in fits to phase shifts or few-nucleon observables.
In short, with the help of high-performance computing resources, the use of the SA concept in
ab initio studies represents a powerful tool for the study of the structure and reactions of nuclei,
and it is manageable as well as expandable. In other words, one expects to be able to extend the
reach of the SA scheme from applications that are feasible today to the larger spaces and heavier
nuclear systems of tomorrow, utilizing at each stage the predictive power of the ab initio approach
to inform and support current and planned experiments.
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SUMMARY POINTS
1. The SA basis exploits dominant symmetry in atomic nuclei [such as the symplectic
Sp(3, R) symmetry, which does not mix nuclear shapes] and provides microscopic descriptions of nuclei in terms of collective shapes (equilibrium shapes with their vibrations) that rotate.
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2. Only a few shapes (a few symplectic irreps) dominate in low-lying nuclear states, thereby
making significantly reduced SA selected model spaces ideal for study and prediction of
various observables for spherical and deformed open-shell nuclei.
3. Small model spaces are sufficient to develop many shapes relevant to low-lying states, but
they often omit the vibrations of largely deformed equilibrium shapes and spatially extended modes such as clustering. This problem is what is remedied by the use of selected
model spaces.
4. SA model spaces include all possible shapes (equivalently, all particle–hole configurations) up to a given total particle-excitation energy and are selected only for larger energies, implying that single-particle and collective degrees of freedom enter on an equal
footing.
5. In the SA basis, the center-of-mass motion can be factored out exactly.
6. Ab initio SA-NCSM calculations are now feasible for structure, reaction, and scattering
observables of nuclei ranging from light to medium mass.
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